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The updated tenth edition of Barronâ€™s SAT Subject Test Math 2 offers students all the test
preparation theyâ€™ll need with: A diagnostic test with explained answers to help students identify
their strengths and weaknesses Advice on using a graphing calculator A detailed review of all test
topics, including polynomial, trigonometric, exponential, logarithmic, and rational functions;
coordinate and three-dimensional geometry; numbers and operations; and much more Six
full-length model tests with answers, explanations, and self-evaluation chartsAn optional CD-ROM
which is sold separately presents two additional model tests with answers and automatic scoring.
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As has been previously stated, this book is relatively difficult. Had to get that out of the way first.
However, that is not (to my mind) a bad thing at all.As a student two years removed from
precalculus (finished the class June 2011, took Math II Subject Test June 2013), I needed mainly a
review of topics (not self-studying, etc). The difficulty of the math wasn't so much my concern as just
reviewing some of the more remote subjects (hyperbolas, for example) that would be presented on

the test. The beauty of this book is that they are all there - occasionally in more detail than one
would like!However, as someone who was aiming for an 800 (and this book helped me succeed in
getting that score), I would rather take the Type II error (learn too much) than the Type I error (learn
too little) [I'm sorry, AP Stat reference :]. This book will prepare you for any and everything on the
test.A quick note: I have always been a student who does better in math/science as opposed to
reading/writing, so again, the math part itself came relatively easily to me, both when I first learned it
in class and then in the refresher [this book]. If you are a student who struggles at math (or simply
wants to do well, but not necessarily in the 750+ range), it might be a better use of your time to find
a less advanced book (and remember, you can always come back to this one if the Math II doesn't
go your way the first time).However, doing these problems is like a professional baseball player in
the on-deck circle swinging a weighted bat - it is harder than normal, but once the weights come off,
the bat (the actual test questions) feel like swinging a toothpick.
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